In this article, we present a novel finite difference method for the numerical solution of the eighth order boundary value problems in ordinary differential equations. We have discretized the problem by using the boundary conditions in a natural way to obtain a system of equations. Then we have solved system of equations to obtain a numerical solution of the problem. Also we obtained numerical values of derivatives of solution as a byproduct of the method. The numerical experiments show that proposed method is efficient and fourth order accurate.
Introduction
In the present article we have considered general eighth order boundary value problem of the following form:
, u (4) , u (5) , u (6) , u (7) ), a < x < b (1.1)
and the boundary conditions are u(a) = α 1 , u ′′ (a) = α 2 , u (4) (a) = α 3 , u (6) (a) = α 4 , u(b) = β 1 , u ′′ (b) = β 2 , u (4) (b) = β 3 and u (6) 
where u(x) and forcing function f (x, u, u ′ , u ′′ , u (3) , u (4) , u (5) , u (6) , u (7) ) are real and smooth function in [a,b] and α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and β 4 are constant. The above eight order boundary value problem arises in physics such as fluid dynamics, vibrations and so on [1, 2] . For the detail discussion on the existence and uniqueness of the solution of higher order differential equations and corresponding BVPs, reader can refer [3] . So we have assumed that there exists a unique solution to boundary value problem (1.1).
In general it is difficult to obtain analytical solution of the (1.1) for the arbitrary forcing function f . Hence we desire some numerical technique for its numerical solution. We have some numerical methods for either same or different source function as in problem (1.1), for examples Galerkin Method [4, 5] , variational iterational technique [6] , finite difference method [7] , Adomian decomposition method [8] and references there in.
In this article, we have developed numerical method to obtain numerical solution of general eighth order boundary problem (1.1) using finite difference method which involves discretizing the eighth order equation using values of the u(x), u ′′ (x), u (4) (x) and u (6) (x) at discrete points. At each discrete point problem (1.1) reduced into a system of equations. Finally we have solved a well structured system of equations for the numerical solution of problem (1.1) and some other by-products.
We have presented our work in this article as follows. In Section 2 we have proposed our finite difference method and in Section 3 the derivation of the proposed finite difference method. In Section 4 we have tested proposed method on model problems and short discussion on numerical results. A summary on development and performance of the proposed method are presented in Section 5.
The Difference Method
Let us assume problem (1.1) posses solution and it will be u(x) such that
and the boundary conditions are
where source function f is regular and differentiable in [a, b] . To derive and develop a numerical method for the solution of the problem we need following definitions and approximations.
To introduce finite number of discrete mesh points we partition the interval [a, b] in which the solution of problem (1.1) is desired. In these subintervals discrete mesh points a ≤ x 0 < x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x N +1 ≤ b are generated by using uniform step length h such that x i = a + ih, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N + 1. We wish to determine the numerical solution of the problem (1.1) at these discrete mesh points x i . We denote the numerical approximation of u(x) and f respectively by u i and f i . Hence, the boundary value problem (1.1) may be written as
where
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at these node x = x i , i = 1, .., N . Following the ideas in [9] , thus we propose our finite difference method for a numerical solution of problem (2.2),
i+1 − 2u
If the forcing function f in problem (1.1) is linear then the system of equations (2.25) will be linear otherwise we will obtain system of nonlinear equations.
Derivation of the Difference Method
In this section we shall out line the derivation of the proposed method (2.25). Using Taylor series and undetermine coefficients method, it is to verify that the following discretization
for the solution of problem (1.1) when source function F = f (x, u) is of O(h 4 ). To discretize problem (1.1) at discrete points, we need approximations of order four for the source function F . So let outline method to obtain fourth order approximation for the forcing functions F .
Though the approximations (2.3)-(2.5) and (2.7)-(2.12) are fourth order approximation to u ′ i ,.. respectively. But some approximations defined in section 2 are not of order four. From (2.6), let expand each term in right in Taylor series about a point x = x i and simplify, we have
From (2.13) and (2.14) respectively, we have
i−1 = u
Let us define
where a 1 is free parametric constant and to be determined under appropriate condition. Using (3.3) in (2.15), we will obtain
and similarly from (2.16) and (3.4) we have
Thus, using (3.2), (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.5), we have
i + (
Using (3.8) in (2.21) and simplify, we have
Let us consider the expression, 5902F i+1 + 50521F i + 5902F i−1 and simplify this expression using (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9). We will obtain
Thus from (3.10), we conclude that 5902F i+1 + 50521F i + 5902F i−1 will provide fourth order approximation to 5902F i+1 + 50521F i + 5902F i−1 if
Similarly, we can find other fourth order approximations of the terms in (2.25)
Thus by using (3.11) and (3.12) in (3.1), we will get our proposed fourth order difference method (2.25) for the numerical solution of the problem (1.1). Moreover we are getting the numerical value of the derivative of the solution of the problem (1.1) as a byproduct of the method.
Numerical Results
To test the computational efficiency of method (2.25), we have considered three model problems. In each model problem, we took uniform step size h. In Table 1, Table 3 and Table 4 , we have shown M AEU , M AEV , M AEW and M AES the maximum absolute error in the solution u(x), second, fourth and sixth derivatives of solution u(x) of the problems (1.1) respectively for different values of N. We have used the following formulas in computation of M AEU , M AEV , M AEW and M AES:
where u(x i ) and U i are respectively exact and computed value of the solution of the problem and similarly we have defined others terms in the above expression. The order of the convergence of the proposed method (2.25) is estimated by using following formula,
where r is ratio of the uniform step lengths h. We have used Newton Raphson and Gauss Seidel method to solve system of nonlinear/linear equations (2.25). All computations were performed on a Windows 2007 Ultimate operating system in the GNU FORTRAN environment version 99 compiler (2.95 of gcc) on Intel Core i3-2330M, 2.20 GHz PC. The solutions are computed on N nodes and iteration is continued until either the maximum difference between two successive iterates is less than 10 −9 or the number of iteration reached 10 3 .
Problem 1. The model linear problem in [4] given as: Table 1 .
Problem 2. The model linear problem in [5] given as:
subject to boundary conditions (1) and u (6) (1) = exp(1).
The analytical solution of the problem is u(x) = exp(x). The M AEU , M AEV , M AEW and M AES were computed by method (2.25) for different values of N and presented in Table 2 .
Problem 3. Consider the following non-linear model problem given as:
subject to boundary conditions where f (x) is calculated so that the analytical solution of the problem is u(x) = (1 − exp(x)) sin(x). The M AEU , M AEV , M AEW and M AES were computed by method (2.25) for different values of N and presented in Table 3 . The numerical results obtained in numerical experiment in considered model problems validate the fourth order accuracy. Also we have fourth order accurate numerical value of the second, fourth and sixth derivative of solution of problem as a byproduct of the proposed method (2.25).
Conclusion
In the present article, we have described a novel finite difference method for the numerical solution of the eighth order BVP's in ordinary differential equations. We have transformed the problem into system of algebraic equations at mesh points x = x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Then the system of algebraic equations is solved for the solution of the problem. The proposed method in numerical experiments has shown its efficiency and fourth order accuracy. The advantage of the proposed method is that we also get fourth order accurate numerical value of the derivatives of the solution as byproduct.
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